GUN MEN IN BATTLE ON BOWERY

President Taft Beats Roosevelt, Gets Ohio's "Big Six" By Majority of 28

President Controls State Convention and Captures the Delegates-at-Large.

COLUMBUS, O., June 4—President Taft won his fight for the six Ohio delegates to the National Convention in the State Convention to-day, the report of the Ohio committee being 350 to 310. He also won by a larger margin than the convention adopted the majority report of the anti-Taft delegation, as Cincinnati announced.

Cleveland's Men His Warning. They Are "Driving Their Titanic Full Speed Into Ice."

CINCINNATI, June 4—Full strength in the battle of State Delegates today, the convention removed yesterday and when a three.tick will be necessary.

BURTON AND CHARLES T AFT AMONG DELIGHTFUL.

Tight Taff. Disproportionate and interesting were named. Disproportionate and interesting were named. Disproportionate and interesting were named. Disproportionate and interesting were named. Disproportionate and interesting were named.

TAFT STRENGTH IN CITIES GAVE HIM VICTORY.

THe Taft group which showed the greatest strength was the group in the cities. In the central districts the strength of the Taft group was such as to give Taft a majority of the State delegation.
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Ten Chambermaids Walk Out of Hotel Imperial and Are Chained by Men.

LARGEST WARSHIP, ARKANSAS, TWICE CRASHES ON ROCKS

BIG PUMPS HAVE TO BE KEPT GOING TO KEEP SHIP Afloat.

U. S. DREADNOUGHT WHICH HIT A REEF TO-DAY

CAPRITA-SMACK! SAILS-SMACK! 'Mid KISSES FOR HERO!

Carpenter, Roston Is—Hymn! Smack! To Keep Ship Afloat.

WEALTHY BROKER ENDS LIFE WITH PISTOL IN OFFICE

Arthur S. Levy, Llveiro Bullen Through Brain—No Cause Is Assigned.

COMMISSION ACCUSED AT DAWSON TRIAL; HE MAKES DENIAL

Detective Franklin Says Before Money for Jutos Came From Head of Labor Federation.

GANGSTERS IN 3 AUTOS SEND BULLETS FLYING ON CROWDED STREET

"Chick Trigger" and Pal, Standing in Doorway, Are Made Targets of a Fusillade That Creates Panic in Crowd.

ATTACK WAS TO FULFILL GANG'S DEATH SENTENCE

Doom of Trigger, Pronounced Earlier in Day, After Two Gun Battles and Dynamiting.

An attempt to "get" Chick Trigger, the East Side gang leader, and Wild Bill in its hazardous intent, was made late this afternoon, by a team of Bowery gangsters in their native haunts, who wheeled slowly up the Bowery until they get in front of Chrissy Scott's saloon at No. 245 Bowery, and opened fire on Trigger and a friend.

The two men were shot out of the saloon and hked behind the bar. None of the shots took fatal effect, although it was reported later that Pag and had been shot in the foot. Before the police arrived Pag disappeared.

As the reserves came up the Bowery the taxikcis dashed away up the Bowery and hid into Fren street, firing a parting volley at the policemen as they left.

A further stop at No. 243 Bowery was riddled with shot, several wounded men. A crowd in the shop and the patrons in the club fired a paint in the rear of the building.
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